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Introduction
One of the last great historical mysteries is the origins of the Malagasy. Theories and speculation abound. Historians, anthropologists, archaeologists, linguists, paleobotanists and geneticists have all brought their skills to bear on the issue. Adventurers in imitation of the Kontiki expedition have constructed models of early boats and sailed across the Indian Ocean and beyond. However, the precise geographical and ethnic origins of the proto-Malagasy, the time of their departure from their homeland(s) and of their arrival(s) in Madagascar, the route(s) they took, and their motivation for settling Madagascar continues to perplex. This paper re-examines the issues and findings to date.

The Proto-Malagasy Homeland
From the early sixteenth century, when they first made contact with Madagascar, Europeans speculated as to the origins of its population. Excluding the Swahili and Indians (Karana), and the Arabised Antalaotra, small communities of coastal traders who arrived in Madagascar from East Africa, Arabia and India between the ninth and twelfth centuries, there appeared to be two basic ethnic groups, a lighter-skinned 'Malay' looking people inhabiting the central highlands, and a darker-skinned 'Negroid' people living in the lowlands.

The British School
Before the nineteenth century there was sporadic speculation as to the origins of the Malagasy. However, sustained scholarly interest in the topic only commenced in the nineteenth century with the formation of the 'British School' comprising chiefly British missionaries to the island and members of London-based learned societies. They confirmed that all Malagasy spoke variants of an Austronesian (then termed 'Malay' or 'Malayo-Polynesian') language, indicating that the forebears of at least some Malagasy originated from the 'Malayo-Polynesian' region. These, on physiological (lighter-pigmentation, 'Malay' features) and cultural (e.g. rectangular huts, irrigated riziculture) grounds, they assumed to have been the ancestors of the Merina (and possibly of the Betsileo) highlanders.
However, the origin of the 'Negroid' looking lowland peoples remained problematic as they also spoke variants of the same Austronesian language. Their traditions were vague, with at the most an indication that their forebears had migrated to Madagascar from somewhere 'overseas'. Merina traditions complicated rather than clarified matters. They claimed that their forebears were the last wave of migrants to reach Madagascar, the result of a shipwreck around the start of the sixteenth century. Due to hostility from local people and to disease on the coast, the proto-Merina quickly made their way to the highlands where they encountered the Vazimba, a dark-skinned Stone Age population of hunter-gatherers who spoke an unintelligible language. With their Iron Age technology, the forefathers of the Merina swiftly conquered the Vazimba who either became assimilated by them or fled west. Members of the British school thus assumed that the Vazimba were either a group indigenous to Madagascar, or the earliest immigrants from Africa, possibly related to the Wazimba of East Africa or the Khoi. African cultural influences (cattle-raising) were also present among darker-skinned lowland peoples of western Madagascar who had inhabited the island long before the arrival of the Merina. However, the fact that lowland Malagasy spoke dialects of the same language as that spoken by the Merina indicated that their forefathers were from Austronesia and might subsequent to their arrival in Madagascar have intermarried with Africans.


The Grandidier School

The British School dominated until 1895 when, with the French takeover of Madagascar, a new orthodoxy emerged based on the views of the Grandidiels, a father (Alfred) and son (Guillaume) team. On the basis that Madagascar's peoples all spoke variants of a common language, a phenomenon unparalleled in any region of similar size on the African continent, the Grandidiels argued that the ancestors of the Malagasy were Austronesian: the forefathers of the lighter-skinned highlanders were 'Malay-Polynesians' and those of the darker-skinned lowlanders were 'Negrito' Melanesians. Possessing from early times excellent boat-building and navigational skills, and driven by a spirit of adventure, these peoples sailed in their outrigger canoes across the Pacific Ocean as far as Easter Island, colonising myriad islands en-route. They also
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sailed west on the equatorial current some 4,800 kilometres directly across the Indian Ocean to Madagascar which they colonised in a series of migratory waves beginning in c.1500 BCE and continuing until the arrival of the proto-Merina. That such a trajectory was feasible was proven in August 1883 when equatorial currents washed onto the east coast of Madagascar pumice ejected by Krakatoa three months after the volcano had exploded. The Grandidier theory has also received support from studies of outrigger canoe distribution in the Indian Ocean indicating that it spread west from Indonesia to the coasts of Sri Lanka, south west India and Madagascar, but only a limited portion of East Africa: a sub-equatorial coastal strip facing north west Madagascar.

The Grandidiers argued that, by contrast, east Africans (Khoi, Cushites, Bantu-speakers) lacked the skills to sail beyond strictly coastal waters, and had they tried to cross the Mozambique Channel (some 300 kilometers at its narrowest), they would have encountered difficult, often dangerous winds and currents that later proved a graveyard to many skilled deep-sea mariners from Europe. Thus those people in Madagascar of genuinely African ancestry were the product of a much later, predominantly nineteenth-century, slave import trade.

The Grandidier theory won immediate favour with the French government which wished to distance Madagascar from the rest of southern and eastern Africa which, except for French Somalia, fell predominantly under British formal or informal (including Portuguese East Africa) imperial influence. Henceforth, Madagascar was classified by the French alongside its Pacific Island possessions, a categorisation accepted by the British who subsequently excluded Madagascar from the field of African studies. The Grandidier theory was also looked upon favourably by the Merina because of a deeply ingrained prejudice against Africans in Madagascar as mainity, an essentially servile and impure people of outsider status with no claim to true Malagasy ancestry.

Most scholars received the assertion in 1951 by the missionary and linguist Otto Christian Dahl of a strong affinity between standard Malagasy and Manyaan spoken in Kalimantan, south east Borneo, as an indication of the precise origins of the proto-Malagasy and further support for the Grandidier theory. On the basis of the paucity of Sanskrit influence on the Malagasy language, Dahl argued that the proto-Malagasy left their homeland prior to the 'Indianisation' of Indonesia from around 400 C.E.

The Africa School

Theories of an initial African migration to Madagascar originated with the British school, but Gabriel Ferrand, an Arabicist and contemporary of Alfred Grandidier, was the first to consistently promote the view that Madagascar was colonised overwhelmingly from Africa by separate or mixed Indonesian and African groups. He reasoned that the proto-Malagasy movement west was a result of Indonesian involvement in a growing long-distance oceanic commerce, notably during the height of the Srivijayan trading empire, based at Palembang in Sumatra, from the late seventh to twelfth century C.E. Ferrand considered that Indonesian trading colonies arose during this time, first in India.
and subsequently on the east African coast from a proto-Malagasy group that subsequently migrated to Madagascar.

The 'Africa' thesis remained dormant until 1959 when Murdock advanced the theory that Indonesian migrants directly introduced to East and West Africa an array of southeast Asian plants and cultural traits. The most significant of these were the banana, yam and cocoyam which diffused across the continent to the forest zone of West Africa where, he argued, they laid the basis for the initial Bantu-speaking migration into the northern equatorial forest. Roland Oliver in 1962 proposed an amendment to Murdock's theory, suggesting that the Bantu-speakers first encountered the Indonesian crops somewhere on their migration route from the north to the south of the equatorial forest.

**The Current Debate**

From the 1970s variants of the 'Africa' thesis won increasing support amongst historians of Madagascar. Raymond Kent (1972) advocated that Indonesians founded Great Zimbabwe before fleeing Bantu-speakers and crossing the Mozambique Channel to found the Menabe Sakalava dynasty that proved the prototype for the later Boina Sakala and Merina kingdoms. Others, like Pierre Vérin, argued that the proto-Malagasy crossed via the Comoro Islands. Human genetics research indicates that all Malagasy have mixed Indonesian and African (Bantu) genetic traits indicating at least an ancient inter-mixture of the two groups.

**Afro-centrism**

By contrast, the majority of Anglophone scholars of eastern and southern Africa have steadily become more Afro-centric, a standpoint that has involved downplaying the role of external forces and highlighting the inherent dynamism of African (notably Cushite and Bantu-speaking) communities. One result of this has been to perpetuate the traditional exclusion of Madagascar from African studies and to minimise the Indonesian impact on Africa. First, in pushing the date for the initial Bantu-speaking migration back to c.3000 B.C.E., they reject the possibility of any Indonesians presence in Africa at such an early time. Indeed, the recent orthodoxy is that Bantu-speakers represented a highly enterprising agriculturalist people, possibly the main components in what Ehret identifies as 'an African Classical Age' that endured over two thousand years up to 400 C.E. The Bantu-speaking migrants, on reaching central east Africa from c.1000 B.C.E, adopted and adapted pastoralism from their northern Cushitic neighbours, possibly Cushitic sorghum and eleusine millet growing techniques, and possibly invented or adopted iron technology by c.500 B.C.E. or earlier. They thus widened the basis of their economy and with iron tools were able to greatly enhance their agricultural productivity through clearing forest and cultivating the former forest floor.

Practising a mixed economy, Bantu-speaking groups reached the Indian Ocean by around the start of the first millennium C.E., after which they expanded rapidly through-
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out the savannah areas of eastern and southern Africa, where other sorghum cultivation techniques were introduced, and reached northern Natal by about 250 C.E.\textsuperscript{20}

Some botanists and linguists have argued for an Indonesian influence in East Africa, indicating that a number of crops, most importantly Asian yams, taro, bananas and sugarcane, reached the east African littoral sometime between the first and third centuries C.E.,\textsuperscript{21} and that there was at that time an Indonesian influence on the Kaskazi (northeast Kiswahili) language, currently spoken along parts of the 'Swahili' (Tanzanian/Kenyan) coast.\textsuperscript{22} However, most Afro-centrists point to the total absence of archaeological evidence for an Indonesian presence in East Africa. Had Indonesians reached East Africa prior to the Bantu-speaking peoples, they would have used their agricultural complex and iron technology to colonise the region.\textsuperscript{23} Thus J.M. Blaut dismisses argument for an early SE Asian contribution to the development of east African agriculture and Bantu-speaking migration as 'outlandish'.\textsuperscript{24} Rather, Afro-centrists consider it probable that elements of the southeast Asian agricultural complex that reached East Africa did so either by natural dispersal, (e.g. on oceanic currents: e.g. coconuts can float in saltwater for 4 months and still be viable, and with the right current could withstand the trans-Indian ocean voyage of 4,800 km)\textsuperscript{25} or were introduced by Arab or Indian traders whose presence is attested there from at least the first century C.E.\textsuperscript{26} Only then did Southeast Asian crops begin to reach the east African coast, spreading slowly inland to reach the Kenyan and Malawi highlands by c.800 C.E., well after the initial burst in agricultural productivity and the consequent migrations of Bantu-speaking peoples throughout eastern and southern Africa.\textsuperscript{27}

**Initial Colonisation of Madagascar**

Most scholars assume a first settlement in Madagascar between the B.C.E./C.E. changeover and 300-400 C.E., either direct (from Indonesia or via India) or via the Comoros to northern Madagascar.\textsuperscript{28} Afro-centrists are quite prepared to accept this,
although most tend towards a direct colonisation, rather than via East Africa. Thus Allen argues that Indonesians probably started settling Madagascar as early as the first century B.C.E. either directly or via their colonies in southern India.²⁹ Ships from southwest Asia could easily sail in summer to north and northwest Madagascar and, using winds passing round the Cap d'Ambre, the northeast, returning on the trade winds in the cool season when it was also easy to sail from northeast to northwest Madagascar, to the Comoros and East Africa.³⁰ Some claim literary evidence for an early migration. Thus Kobishchanow was quite prepared to believe that Madagascar was the island or archipelago referred to by Diodorus Siculus in the first century C.E. that was some months sail from Somalia inhabited by a happy and wise people.³¹ Evidence exists for a human presence in the island as early as between the first century B.C.E. and fourth century C.E. to which time has been dated hippopotamus pigmy bones modified by an iron tool found at Lamboharana and Ambolisatra just north of Toliara in south west Madagascar.³² However this and other early evidence of humans on the extreme northern coasts of the island dating to between the fifth and eighth centuries reflect the temporary presence of hunter-gatherers and give no indication of their origin, African or proto-Malagasy.³³ In Madagascar (Nosy Mangabe) and the Comoros the earliest known permanent human settlements date to the eighth century. Thereafter there is evidence of the spread of small sometimes temporary settlements in the Comoros, and in Madagascar along the Mananara river valley some 80km south of Nosy Mangabe and at Irodo Bay on the northeast coast. However, Henry Wright considers that such communities were so small that would have also needed external exchange to obtain spouses. More general permanent settlements developed along most areas of the Malagasy northwest coast only from the tenth century, while the first significant settlement of the Comoro Islands and Madagascar (north west coast) only started from the eleventh century with the growing incorporation of the Comoros and Madagascar into the Islamic trade network. This would lend support to Michael Mollat's view that the biggest waves of proto-Malagasy migration west from Indonesia occurred at the height of Srivijayan influence from the tenth to twelfth centuries.³⁴

Motivation

An issue relatively few historians have broached is the motivation for the proto-Malagasy settlement of Madagascar. Migration has often been analysed in terms of 'push' and 'pull' factors. Initially, 'pull' theories dominated, the British School and Granddiers stressing the 'spirit of adventure' that propelled Austronesians into their vast oceanic colonisation. Véris notes more pragmatic factors, notably the ease of oceanic and coastal sail and the availability of forest products such as gum copal and chlorite schist (soapstone), crafted into vessels, which were exported into the wider oceanic trading system - which would link settlement to the spread of Swahili-Arab commercial culture in the region.³⁵ However, settlement of a virgin territory is always difficult. Madagascar lay outside
the chief oceanic trade routes, currents in the Mozambique Channel were problematic, travel on the Malagasy coast difficult because of thick maze of mangrove swamps, high cliffs, forests and in the rivers the presence of giant crocodiles. Moreover, Madagascar initially possessed none of the three staple exports of the region: ivory (no elephants); slaves (no population); and gold (gold deposits were not exploited commercially until the late nineteenth century). This would appear to highlight 'push' factors, chief of which, according to Ottino, Allen and Dahl, was the Arab-Swahili advance down the east African coast. Certainly there appears to have been considerable commercial enmity as in 945 Buzurg ibn Shahriyar recorded a huge fleet of 1000 'Waq Waq' (Indonesian or Malagasy) ships attack the island of Kanbalu (possibly Pemba) in order to control/seize its trade, notably ivory, tortleshell and ambergris to sell in Indonesia and China, and slaves. What Vérin terms the 'first Malagasy civilisation' emerged only from the twelfth to fifteenth century on the northeast and northwest coasts. It was based on a vigorous foreign trade, exporting into the Swahili commercial network rice, livestock and chlorite slate, and importing cloth, pearls and ceramics of Chinese and Arabian origin.

The Proto-Merina
Most scholars accept that the proto-Merina constituted the final and much later wave of Indonesian migration to Madagascar. However, the Merina oral traditions indicate an arrival on the coast of Madagascar in the early sixteenth century at the same time as the Portuguese who reported no Indonesians in the Western Indian Ocean. In c.1508 the Portuguese put 'to fire and flame' two Islamic ports in northwest Madagascar. They subsequently surveyed the coasts of that island and reported in c.1518 that the non-Islamic Malagasy 'do not sail to any ports, nor does anyone come to theirs'.

The majority scholarly view is therefore that the proto-Merina migrated quickly from the coast to the plateau interior which was already settled by the Vazimba. Scholars have thus revised the historical timetable of the proto-Merina, placing their arrival on the Malagasy coast in the tenth century - which approximates to last textual evidence (in the twelfth century) of an 'Indonesian' voyage to Madagascar and a fourteenth century arrival in Imerina (central highlands). However, this poses some problems as the earliest archaeological evidence of a human occupation of the Imerina is for the mid-fourteenth century, and of trade links with the Antalaotra from around the fifteenth century.

Summary
The origin of the Malagasy has long taxed the minds of scholars and despite enormous multi-disciplinary research in recent years, remains in many ways an enigma. The prevailing scholarly orthodoxy is that in the few centuries around the B.C.E./C.E. changeover a people related to the Manyan of Borneo plied the main commercial mar-
time routes along the northern rim of the Indian Ocean to India. From there, they either sailed to the east coast of Africa where they intermarried with Bantu-speaking groups before migrating to Madagascar, or sailed direct to Madagascar. However, there is to date no evidence of Indonesian settlement in East Africa, or of permanent human settlement in Madagascar prior to the eighth century C.E. The timing of the last Indonesian (proto-Merina) migration to Madagascar also poses considerable problems. Moreover, the reason for the proto-Malagasy settlement of Madagascar remains obscure. There are still no clear answers as to why, when and along which routes the proto-Malagasy reached and settled Madagascar.
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